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Charles-Valentin Alkan is no longer the obscure figure he was during most of the twentieth 
century. Although he was long dismissed as a writer of mere technical exercises, his music – 
gradually rescued from neglect by Egon Petri, Raymond Lewenthal, Ronald Smith, John Ogdon 
and other dedicated pianists – has amply confirmed Busoni’s judgment (delivered in his Preface 
to the Études of Liszt, 1909) that Alkan stood with Liszt, Chopin, Schumann and Brahms as one 
of the five greatest composers for the piano since Beethoven.1 Alkan is now generally recognised 
to have been just that – one of the truest of Beethoven’s heirs in terms of his structural handling 
of rhythm, and the creator of some of the most dauntingly difficult (and powerful, and tender, 
and sardonic) piano music in the entire repertoire of the instrument.
 Born into a large and prodigiously musical Parisian Jewish family of Alsatian extraction, 
Alkan (he was born Charles-Valentin Morhange, but took the forename of his father, the piano- 
teacher Alkan Morhange, for surname) became a student at the Paris Conservatoire at the age of 
six. He made his public debut at seven (as a violinist!), gained the �rst prize of the Conservatoire 
for piano at the age of ten, and gave his �rst public piano recital when he was twelve. Until 
the mid-1840s he was one of the most celebrated piano virtuosi in Paris, and oten shared the 
platform with Liszt, halberg and, especially, Chopin – who, with George Sand, became a close 
friend and next-door neighbour. But around the time of Chopin’s death in 1849 Alkan withdrew 
from public life and devoted himself to composition. Apart from a brief return to the concert 
stage in the mid-1870s, when he gave several series of recitals remarkable for their technical 
difficulty and imaginative programming, he remained an apparently misanthropic recluse, 
a vague legend in his own lifetime. he circumstances of his death are obscure, though the 
traditional account that he was crushed by a falling bookcase while reaching for a volume of the 

1 Busoni’s comment is usually quoted out of context, which weakens its force. He was not seeking to admit Alkan to 
his canon of piano masters: rather he clearly considered that Alkan, with Chopin, Schumann and Brahms, already 
constituted that canon, to which Busoni maintained that Liszt should be admitted on the strength of the Études. 

ALKAN:PIANODUOSANDDUETS
byMalcolmMacDonald

on a much-decorated dominant pedal issues in a resplendent presentation of Luther’s complete 
chorale in granite-like block chords against thunderous, surging broken octaves in the bass. The 
actual ending is as surprising as anything in the work: this grand apotheosis is cut off after a blazing 
chordal tremolando, leaving a calm, quiet enunciation of the final phrase of the chorale. One waits, 
confidently, for one of Alkan’s typical biting fff triads to choke off further discussion. It does not 
come. The chorale has retained its spiritual serenity despite the worst excesses that a sceptical age 
can wreak upon it. 

© Malcolm MacDonald, 2010 

Malcolm MacDonald is the author of The Symphonies of Havergal Brian (three vols., Kahn & Averill, London, 1974, 1978 and 1983) 
and the editor of the first two volumes of Havergal Brian on Music (Toccata Press, London, 1985 and 2009); further volumes are  in 
preparation. His other writings include books on Brahms, Foulds, Schoenberg, Ronald Stevenson and Edgard Varèse.

With nearly forty CDs to their credit and a busy concert schedule stretching back more than a quarter of a 
century, the British piano duo Goldstone and Clemmow is firmly established as a leading force. Described 
by Gramophone as ‘a dazzling husband and wife team’, by International Record Review as ‘a British institution 
in the best sense of the word’, and by The Herald in Glasgow, as ‘the UK’s pre-eminent two-piano team’, the 
internationally known artists Anthony Goldstone and Caroline Clemmow formed their duo in 1984 
and married in 1989. Their extremely diverse activities in two-piano and piano-duet recitals and double 
concertos, taking in major festivals, have sent them all over the British Isles as well as to Europe, the Middle 
East and several times to the USA, where they have received standing ovations and such press accolades 
as ‘revelations such as this are rare in the concert hall these days’ (The Post and Courier, Charleston). In their 
refreshingly presented concerts they mix famous masterpieces and fascinating rarities, which they frequently 
unearth themselves, into absorbing and highly entertaining programmes; their numerous BBC broadcasts 
have often included first hearings of unjustly neglected works, and their equally enterprising and acclaimed 
commercial recordings include many world premières.
 Having presented the complete works of Mozart for the bicentenary, they decided to accept the much 
bigger challenge of performing the vast quantity of music written by Schubert specifically for four hands at 
one piano. This they have repeated several times in mammoth seven-concert cycles, probably a world first 
in their completeness (including works not found in the collected edition) and original recital format. Brian 
Newbould wrote of this venture in The Musical Times: ‘The Goldstone/Clemmow performances invited 
one superlative after another’. The complete cycle (as a rare bonus including as encores Schumann’s eight 
Schubert-inspired Polonaises) was recorded on seven CDs, ‘haunted with the spirit of Schubert’ (Luister, The 
Netherlands).
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Talmud seems likely to have been a myth promulgated by his natural son, the pianist and pedagogue 
Elie Miriam Delaborde. 
 Alkan is said to have been the only pianist in whose presence even Liszt felt nervous; and 
Vincent d’Indy, who heard him play near the end of his life, maintained that he surpassed Liszt in 
interpretative powers.2 He was admired for an absolute technical mastery, a striking range of colour, 
and most of all for a rhythmic discipline that scorned rubato and made him the supreme exponent 
of the French style sévère. All these qualities are demanded by his own music. He wrote a certain 
amount of orchestral music (mostly lost) and some fine chamber works, but his reputation rests 
securely on his vast output for the piano. Hummel, Cherubini and Chopin were early influences, 
and Beethoven and Bach an abiding inspiration, for music which makes most imaginative use of the 
full range of the keyboard and often poses the performer fearsome rhythmic challenges to be taken 
at headlong pace in absolutely unyielding tempo (a typical example is the Allegro Barbaro from the 
12 Études dans les Tons Majeurs, Op. 35, published in 1847, which inspired Bartók’s similarly-titled 
piece of over sixty years later).
 Alkan also displays striking harmonic individuality (especially in the use of diatonic 
dissonance) and an occasionally awesome grasp of large-scale structure. It is these features, quite as 
much as his uncanny skill at suggesting orchestral timbres in purely pianistic terms, which earned 
him the epithet bestowed by Hans von Bülow: ‘the Berlioz of the piano’.3 As we shall hear on this 
CD, he was equally adept at the composition of piano duets, and the programme draws attention 
to, among other things, Alkan’s skill as a composer of marches – a genre often popularised by the 
four-hand medium. Not that Alkan, who lived most of his life far from the whiff of powder,4 treats 

2 ‘Impressions Musicales d’Enfance et de Jeunesse: III Adolescence’, Les Annales Politiques et Littéraires, 15 May 1930.
3 Neue Berliner Musikzeitung, August 1857.
4 It would be interesting to know what if anything Alkan did during the Paris revolutions of 1830 and 1848, or at any rate 
his attitude to them. Ronald Smith, in Alkan, Volume One: The Enigma (Kahn & Averill, London, 1976), passes over the 
first in silence. Of the 1848 Commune, he speculates only that it ruined the chances of a proper reception for Alkan’s Grand 
Sonate, printed a few days before the revolt took place, and devotes space to Alkan’s unsuccessful struggle, later that year, 
to succeed his teacher Joseph Zimmerman as Professor of Piano at the Paris Conservatoire. (He was pipped to the post 
by his own pupil Antoine François Marmontel, chosen by the Conservatoire Director, Auber, whom Smith describes as 
having ‘taken ruthless advantage of the delicate political climate which followed the 1848 Revolution’.) Among the letters 
that Alkan wrote about the situation is one to George Sand, in which he speaks of ‘The Republic, for which I have a most 
ardent love’ (pp. 42–45).

unity is the fact that Alkan maintains the same basic pulse (metronome mark = 63) throughout, 
even though the metrical units – the specific note-lengths – change: a technique that foreshadows 
both Elliott Carter’s technique of ‘metrical modulation’ and several of the symphonies and quartets 
of Robert Simpson. The Impromptu is perhaps the supreme example of Alkan’s skill as a composer 
of variations, and sometimes recalls his better-known masterpiece in that genre, Le Festin d’Esope, 
Op. 39, No. 12.
 He begins by enunciating only the first two phrases of Luther’s chorale, which together form an 
eight-bar subject. This subject is then immediately treated as a kind of passacaglia bass, over which 
Alkan spins a series of ten highly inventive variations that accumulate progressively more rapid 
figuration. Though that isn’t all they do, as witness the hippopotamus-like tread of variations 5 and 
6, as if Alkan has remembered an animal omitted from Le Festin d’Esope, and the Chopinesque 
lyricism of variation 7, becoming Brahmsian in variation 8. Eventually in variation 11 Alkan at last 
introduces the entire chorale melody, and the climactic variation 12 uses the whole melody except 
for the now very familiar first eight bars. The figuration is the most rapid so far. 
 An expectant pause prefaces the short scherzo-like second section, which puts the chorale 
theme into energetic dotted rhythms and plays cascades of Chopinesque descending and ascending 
figuration off against it before moving into canons on the chorale theme in augmentation. This 
canonic writing presages the much more elaborate use of canonic devices in the succeeding slow 
movement, which begins with a rich but sober harmonisation of the first eight bars of the chorale 
in a kind of siciliano rhythm before proceeding to a network of contrapuntal imitations, inversions 
and elaborations, including some irreverently yapping acciaccature. Here Alkan pits the second 
half of the theme, played sostenuto, against the first half, played in a spiky staccato. The section 
culminates in a second and much more bizarre harmonisation of the chorale, edged about with 
staccato figuration, creating a mood of expectancy. It proves to be the introduction to the fugal 
fourth part of the work.
 The vigorous fugue theme, adapted from a diminution of the chorale melody, is superbly 
developed in four voices, with increasingly exciting stretto episodes, modulating widely and 
unexpectedly. I could compare it with the final fugue in Brahms’s near-contemporary Handel 
Variations, Op. 35: the contrapuntal skill is about equal, but Alkan’s fugue is much purer in being 
an almost completely polyphonic invention that has little truck with Romantic harmonies and 
piano style; in a way it is truer to the fugal styles of Bach and Beethoven. A tremendous build-up 
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these marches with much respect. Unlike the Berliozian-Beethovenian march that forms the slow 
movement of his Symphonie for piano, most of his free-standing marches manifest elements of 
irony, parody or caricature (the solo piano Capriccio alla Soldatesca is a palmary example).  
 The earliest work in the present programme, the piano duet entitled Finale, Op. 17, composed 
some time in the period 1838–40, is a relatively straightforward march. (The same opus number 
was later assigned to an unrelated solo piano concert study entitled Le preux, written in 1844.) 
Finale to what? If this movement started life as the concluding number of a suite or sonata, nothing 
else of that work seems to have survived. But it is just as likely that Alkan gave it the title because 
he thought it was a good piece to end a programme with and send an audience away happy. It is a 
punishing (of course) but rather cheerful marche militaire, beginning in D minor and dominated 
at first by an obsessive anapestic rhythm and endlessly repeating motivic scraps. It then moves to  
D major and develops as a study in rapid repeated notes before returning to the main march 
material and building to a climax from which it majestically subsides until the abrupt, hearty chords 
of the ending.    
 There is a humour and bonhomie to this work that reminds one Alkan was not entirely the recluse 
of legend. In later life he maintained friendships with several distinguished musicians, notably César 
Franck and, above all, the pianist, conductor and composer Ferdinand Hiller, whom Alkan apparently 
first met in Paris in the 1830s. They kept up a thirty-year correspondence after Hiller became Director 
of the Conservatorium in Cologne in 1850, and Alkan much looked forward to Hiller’s Paris visits, 
when they would play four-hand music together. The Trois Marches, Op. 40 – considerably more 
weighty fare than Finale – were avowedly written for him to play with Hiller, to whom they are 
dedicated, but in a letter of 1857 Alkan regrets that the distance between them prevents their trying 
the pieces out together.5 Alkan is also known to have played one of them with his son Delaborde in 
one of the Petits Concerts with which he returned to the recital stage in 1873.
 All three marches are driven by powerful, even relentless rhythms, and use the sharply 
delineated piano sonorities to evoke military sounds – bugles, fife, drum – in a manner that 
sometimes, as in some other Alkan works, seems to anticipate the ironic chivalry of Mahler. All in 
conventional ternary march-and-trio form, they seem to be conceived as a unity: the tonality of the 
march-section of one piece becomes that of the trio-section of the next. 
5 Ibid., p. 52.

calmly rippling semiquaver accompaniment. Though the piece’s overall trajectory is from D minor to  
D major this vision of its goal is only fleeting. The music of the lower depths recurs, the ‘trombone’ 
theme canonically intensified, and its celestial counterpart answers again, this time in C major and 
further developed. With increasing confidence the music strives upward to a bright F major outburst. 
Only after this has subsided does a new, grand march theme enter in D major. Here again safe harbour 
has not yet, in fact, been attained, and a powerful development ensues before the ‘trombone’ theme is 
finally transfigured into a D major expression of faith in the triumphant final bars.
  Printed in the 1871, the extraordinary Bombardo-Carillon is believed to have been composed 
about 1860. It is designated ‘pour 4 Pieds’ – for four feet, presumably at the pedal-board of a pedal-
piano or an organ. Played with four hands, it is restricted throughout to the middle and lower 
reaches of the piano keyboard and unfolds as a series of inventions on an obsessively circular tune. 
Except for this circular repetitiveness the resemblance to the normal carillon, in the sense of a peal 
of bells, is rather tenuous, but as often with Alkan obsessiveness generates an intensity that holds 
the listener transfixed. The ‘bombardo’ part of the title presumably refers to the bass reed organ stop 
of that name, but Alkan’s piece seems to evoke the ultimate origin of the word in the Old French 
bombarde, the name for an early stone-throwing cannon; ‘bombardier’, and indeed ‘bomb’, come 
from the same source. There is certainly something of the sense of lumbering horse-drawn (perhaps 
ox-drawn) artillery about the piece; a few truculent fistfuls of grace-notes hint at the mutter of 
distant cannonade, and the final fff chords with their ricocheting acciaccaturas would seem to be 
the start of what could turn into a bombardment of Napoleonic proportions.
 Perhaps Alkan’s most imposing composition for pedal-piano is the astonishing work that he 
based on Luther’s celebrated chorale Ein fest’ Burg, known in English as ‘A Mighty Fortress is our 
God’ – namely the Impromptu sur le choral de Luther ‘Un fort rempart est notre Dieu’, Op. 69 
composed in about 1869. Like the Benedictus this piece appeared as a work for pedal-piano or three 
hands at one piano, but Roger Smalley’s elaboration for two pianos is a more realistic solution to 
the very formidable difficulties of the work. Impromptu seems an altogether inadequate title for 
such a large-scale, deeply considered and complexly worked design. It falls into four principal 
sections, played as a continuous sequence: a set of variations in E flat, a scherzo beginning in  
E flat but moving to C major, a slow movement in C minor, and a fugal finale in E flat. As Roger 
Smalley has pointed out,15 a fascinating feature that helps to bind these different sections into a 
15 In a commentary on the work printed by Ronald Smith in Alkan, Volume Two: The Music, op. cit., p. 235.
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 There seems to be a wry if somewhat fierce humour to the staccato main subject of Marche  
No. 1 in A flat, with its abrupt modulations. The two contrasted tunes, the second a lyrically 
domestic idea, seem at first to hint at a comfortable life that moves seamlessly between the parade-
ground and the boudoir, but the development breaks up these reassuring impressions with a 
plethora of fanfare and obsessive ostinato figures. The grotesque D flat trio-section opens up a 
second front in surreal fife-and-drum imitations. Marche No. 2, in C minor/E flat major, opens 
with extraordinary sonorities even for Alkan: an icy, ticking ostinato in the highest reaches of the 
keyboard succeeded by a grumbling low bass figuration with furiously writhing figuration above 
it, both extremes of the register combining into a headlong demonstration of keyboard heroics. 
This opening section gives way to an outwardly more conventional marche militaire (its very 
precision and discipline, one soon realises, are so stiff they can only be a joke) which is itself soon 
overshadowed by the more surreal aspects of Alkan’s piano-writing. Tune succeeds tune (often 
with a vaguely oriental flavour), batted about with highly percussive sforzando chordal writing 
and syncopations, plus biting trills and mordents. The coda introduces what sounds like an entire 
military band with bombastic fanfares and bugle-calls. The clipped, determined tramping motion 
of the opening subject Marche No. 3 in B flat stands in strong contrast to such ironic excess (and 
has the most ‘Mahlerian’ sound in these works, though Schubert may be its real inspiration). Here 
is a tune (in an optimistic tramping or journeying rhythm) that will not leave the memory once it 
has gained admittance, but it goes on some unexpected modulatory adventures, extended into the 
almost Chopinesque trio in E flat. It seems this is the calmest and most conventionally beautiful 
of the three marches, but towards the end it suddenly flares up in full military splendour, only to 
subside once more to a curt and peremptory final chord.
 In the same letter to Ferdinand Hiller in which Alkan regretted being unable to play the Trois 
Marches with his friend, he also mentioned that he was correcting the proofs of his new Cello Sonata 
(the Sonata in E major, Op. 47, composed in 1856) and that he wished he could play this work to 
Hiller.6 Perhaps it was the idea that they might indeed play the music together that prompted him 
to re-cast the Finale alla saltarella of the Cello Sonata as the Saltarelle for four hands. (Alkan did 
in fact premiere the Sonata on 27 April 1857 with the famous cellist Auguste Franchomme.) As 
the title implies, the movement is based on the eponymous, brilliant Italian dance-measure with 
its jerky dotted rhythms that signal the ‘leaping’ (salta) which is at the root of the word Saltarella. 

58

6  Ibid.

Passion aria, but then becomes a funeral march with drum-beats from player 2 and a seraphic 
song in what is eventually a clear G major from player 1. It closes – surprisingly, and not altogether 
believably – peacefully, and then a quick chordal flourish carries the listener into the finale, starting 
with ‘Finch’ han dal vino’ stated raffishly in C major.  The tempo is Presto, and can only get faster. 
Sudden changes of dynamic, sforzato accents and snapping grace-notes adorn the drinking song, 
and as Alkan works up a terrific fff stretto the furiously alternating chords – which he marks con 
forsenneria (‘with raving madness’) – come to recall the hellish tremolandi of the introduction. 
Chromatic slides evoke the infernal winds as the music dashes to a deeply ironic C major ending; 
the very last unison suggests the sound of trombones. 
 The remaining works on this disc were not originally conceived for the conventional piano 
but the piano à clavier de pédales: the pédalier or pedal-piano. This almost forgotten instrument 
(a piano with an additional keyboard of foot-pedals, as the name implies) was also written for by 
Schumann and by Franck. The piano-manufacturing concern of Erard, with whom Alkan enjoyed 
a close association, was a producer of these instruments, one of which was put at Alkan’s disposal 
in the 1850s to assist him in the study of Bach’s organ music. It became a favourite compositional 
medium for him but its repertoire now has to be arranged for other media.
   Benedictus, Op. 54, appeared in 1859, and is dedicated to the critic and church-music 
authority Joseph d’Ortigue (1802-66), with whom Alkan had been friends since the 1840s. It is 
designated ‘pour piano à clavier de pédales ou Piano à 3 mains’, suggesting that in the absence of 
a pedal-board a second player could take the very substantial pedal part. The nature of the work 
makes the organ seem an equally suitable medium, and it has been recorded as an organ work by 
Kevin Bowyer.13 It is heard on this disc in Roger Smalley’s transcription for two pianos, allowing for 
richer sonorities.
 This is no simple expression of faith and comfort (as in the orchestral Benedictus of Alexander 
Mackenzie, for example) but a grand enactment of the course of a spiritual struggle. Moving with 
remorseless strides through a D minor darkness of turbulent, balefully elephantine pulsations where 
‘hungry clouds swag in the deep’14 – and which must sound wonderfully remorseless in the clanking 
action of a pédalier – a trombone-like theme arises like a cry. It is answered from on high by a 
seraphic D major melody, dolcissimo ed espressivissimo – one of Alkan’s most glorious themes, with a 
13 On Toccata Classics tocc 0030.
14 William Blake, ‘The Argument’ to The Marriage of Heaven and Hell, 1793.
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Earlier in his career Alkan had written another Saltarelle – Op. 23, for solo piano – but the cello-
sonata finale must be considered the saltarelle to end all saltarelles. Cast in E minor and taken at 
a Prestissimo tempo, this is not so much a dance as a ‘wild ride’ in the manner of the finale of the 
Symphonie for piano (a movement that Raymond Lewenthal described as ‘more like a wild ride in 
hell rather than to it’.7) 
 Formally the piece is a sonata-rondo: the main saltarello theme appears in all seven times – but 
each time transformed or decorated in various ways8 – and is interspersed with episodes, including 
a fine heroic melody that serves as subsidiary subject, in Alkan’s most characteristic vein of extreme 
rhythmic severity combined with death-defying bravura. The four-hand transcription is brilliantly 
effective, and in certain passages the clipped, sforzando attack of the keyboard, both in block chords 
and rapidly spread ones, and the more equal strength of the voices in counterpoint, may suit the 
music even better than the strings of the cello. Towards the end the stamina seems for a moment 
to be flagging – Alkan marks the passage stanco (exhausted) – but this is a mere reculer pour mieux 
sauter (and sauter has the same linguistic root as saltarelle), for the final pages are among the most 
pulverising displays of energy in his output.      
 Alkan’s most imposing single piece for four hands at one piano is the Fantaisie à 4 mains 
sur Don Juan, which appeared in print in 1844 without opus number, though it was subsequently 
catalogued as Op. 26. Like many of his pianist-composer contemporaries, Alkan was no stranger 
to the composition of bravura variations on operatic airs, one of the most popular genres of the 
age – there are examples on themes from Donizetti and Bellini, and an early Rondo on the ‘Largo 
al factotum’ from Rossini’s Il barbiere di Siviglia – but this Fantaisie is a compositional feat of a 
different standard altogether. Possibly intended as a riposte to Liszt’s solo-piano Reminiscences de 
Don Juan, g418 of 1841,9 the work is likewise based on material from Mozart’s Don Giovanni and 
consists of an introduction followed by five variations on the aria ‘Venite par avanti’ and, like Liszt’s 
Reminiscences, a finale on Don Giovanni’s drinking-song from Act I, ‘Finch’ han dal vino calda la 
testa’. The result is one of the most vertiginous operatic fantasies ever conceived for the keyboard, 

6 7

7 The Piano Music of Alkan edited and annotated by Raymond Lewenthal, G. Schirmer, New York, 1964, p. xiii.  
8  Ronald Smith – in Alkan, Volume Two: The Music, Kahn & Averill, London 1987, p. 207 – remarks on the ‘venemous 
[sic] acciaccaturas that barb its fifth appearance’.
9 Liszt subsequently made a version of this work for four hands at two pianos, g656, which was published in  
1877 – perhaps a riposte to Alkan.

no matter how many hands were involved.
 The introduction itself falls into two parts – an ominous Adagio that seems to evoke the inferno 
that awaits the reprobate Don Juan with rapid chordal tremolandi and chromatic runs, followed by 
a helter-skelter Allegro vivace, standing perhaps for the fate that is pursuing him. It dissolves into a 
flute-like cadenza that sets the stage for the Maestoso appearance of  ‘Venite par avanti’ in A minor 
in the secondo part, decorated by player 1 in the higher reaches of the keyboard. The tune’s martial 
character well suits Alkan the march-composer, and he provides a characteristically militaristic 
setting. The five variations alternate minor and major keys, though Variations 3 and 5 start in a 
mixed minor-major mode and move into the major before their conclusion. Anthony Goldstone 
has pointed out10 that Alkan may have used Beethoven’s Variations on an Original Theme, Op. 34, 
as his model for the unusual tonal scheme – descending thirds through the sections, of which there 
are the same number. Alkan also used this scheme of descending thirds, alternately major and 
minor, throughout his 11 Grands Preludes (et 1 Transcription, de Messie de Haendel), Op. 66, for 
organ.11 
 Variation 1 is a sparkling demisemiquaver study rather in the style of a Paganini violin 
caprice re-imagined for keyboard – indeed, there seems to be a covert reference to the great 
Italian’s famous 24th Caprice towards the end. Variation 2 in F major takes up the martial side 
of the tune in a swaggering trumpet-and-drum marche militaire (with a demonic sideslip into  
A minor half way through). Alkan gives the weird Variation 3, poco più lento, an exotic key-
signature showing B flattened and C sharpened. (The intention seems to be D minor with a raised 
seventh.) Stern and gloomy thoughts preoccupy player 1, while player 2 provides rumbling and 
chromatically snaking accompaniments before achieving a more lyrical release in a comparatively 
unclouded D major. Variation 4 is a furious Allegro vivace semiquaver study in B flat,12 requiring 
the utmost unanimity from the two players. Towards the end the opening phrase of the theme 
is turned into bleak fanfares, and the variation ends as if on the brink of the abyss. Instead there 
comes the floridly pathetic Variation 5, Adagio ma non troppo, in the key of – well, whatever key 
it is that has a signature containing a sharpened F and a flattened B and E (G minor with raised 
seventh is the answer). The music seems at first to be turning the theme into a kind of Baroque 
10 In an e-mail to Martin Anderson dated 6 October 2010.
11 Recorded by Kevin Bowyer on Toccata Classics tocc 0030.
12 Ronald Smith (Alkan, Volume Two: The Music, op. cit., p. 158) justly describes it as a toccata.
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Earlier in his career Alkan had written another Saltarelle – Op. 23, for solo piano – but the cello-
sonata finale must be considered the saltarelle to end all saltarelles. Cast in E minor and taken at 
a Prestissimo tempo, this is not so much a dance as a ‘wild ride’ in the manner of the finale of the 
Symphonie for piano (a movement that Raymond Lewenthal described as ‘more like a wild ride in 
hell rather than to it’.7) 
 Formally the piece is a sonata-rondo: the main saltarello theme appears in all seven times – but 
each time transformed or decorated in various ways8 – and is interspersed with episodes, including 
a fine heroic melody that serves as subsidiary subject, in Alkan’s most characteristic vein of extreme 
rhythmic severity combined with death-defying bravura. The four-hand transcription is brilliantly 
effective, and in certain passages the clipped, sforzando attack of the keyboard, both in block chords 
and rapidly spread ones, and the more equal strength of the voices in counterpoint, may suit the 
music even better than the strings of the cello. Towards the end the stamina seems for a moment 
to be flagging – Alkan marks the passage stanco (exhausted) – but this is a mere reculer pour mieux 
sauter (and sauter has the same linguistic root as saltarelle), for the final pages are among the most 
pulverising displays of energy in his output.      
 Alkan’s most imposing single piece for four hands at one piano is the Fantaisie à 4 mains 
sur Don Juan, which appeared in print in 1844 without opus number, though it was subsequently 
catalogued as Op. 26. Like many of his pianist-composer contemporaries, Alkan was no stranger 
to the composition of bravura variations on operatic airs, one of the most popular genres of the 
age – there are examples on themes from Donizetti and Bellini, and an early Rondo on the ‘Largo 
al factotum’ from Rossini’s Il barbiere di Siviglia – but this Fantaisie is a compositional feat of a 
different standard altogether. Possibly intended as a riposte to Liszt’s solo-piano Reminiscences de 
Don Juan, g418 of 1841,9 the work is likewise based on material from Mozart’s Don Giovanni and 
consists of an introduction followed by five variations on the aria ‘Venite par avanti’ and, like Liszt’s 
Reminiscences, a finale on Don Giovanni’s drinking-song from Act I, ‘Finch’ han dal vino calda la 
testa’. The result is one of the most vertiginous operatic fantasies ever conceived for the keyboard, 

6 7

7 The Piano Music of Alkan edited and annotated by Raymond Lewenthal, G. Schirmer, New York, 1964, p. xiii.  
8  Ronald Smith – in Alkan, Volume Two: The Music, Kahn & Averill, London 1987, p. 207 – remarks on the ‘venemous 
[sic] acciaccaturas that barb its fifth appearance’.
9 Liszt subsequently made a version of this work for four hands at two pianos, g656, which was published in  
1877 – perhaps a riposte to Alkan.

no matter how many hands were involved.
 The introduction itself falls into two parts – an ominous Adagio that seems to evoke the inferno 
that awaits the reprobate Don Juan with rapid chordal tremolandi and chromatic runs, followed by 
a helter-skelter Allegro vivace, standing perhaps for the fate that is pursuing him. It dissolves into a 
flute-like cadenza that sets the stage for the Maestoso appearance of  ‘Venite par avanti’ in A minor 
in the secondo part, decorated by player 1 in the higher reaches of the keyboard. The tune’s martial 
character well suits Alkan the march-composer, and he provides a characteristically militaristic 
setting. The five variations alternate minor and major keys, though Variations 3 and 5 start in a 
mixed minor-major mode and move into the major before their conclusion. Anthony Goldstone 
has pointed out10 that Alkan may have used Beethoven’s Variations on an Original Theme, Op. 34, 
as his model for the unusual tonal scheme – descending thirds through the sections, of which there 
are the same number. Alkan also used this scheme of descending thirds, alternately major and 
minor, throughout his 11 Grands Preludes (et 1 Transcription, de Messie de Haendel), Op. 66, for 
organ.11 
 Variation 1 is a sparkling demisemiquaver study rather in the style of a Paganini violin 
caprice re-imagined for keyboard – indeed, there seems to be a covert reference to the great 
Italian’s famous 24th Caprice towards the end. Variation 2 in F major takes up the martial side 
of the tune in a swaggering trumpet-and-drum marche militaire (with a demonic sideslip into  
A minor half way through). Alkan gives the weird Variation 3, poco più lento, an exotic key-
signature showing B flattened and C sharpened. (The intention seems to be D minor with a raised 
seventh.) Stern and gloomy thoughts preoccupy player 1, while player 2 provides rumbling and 
chromatically snaking accompaniments before achieving a more lyrical release in a comparatively 
unclouded D major. Variation 4 is a furious Allegro vivace semiquaver study in B flat,12 requiring 
the utmost unanimity from the two players. Towards the end the opening phrase of the theme 
is turned into bleak fanfares, and the variation ends as if on the brink of the abyss. Instead there 
comes the floridly pathetic Variation 5, Adagio ma non troppo, in the key of – well, whatever key 
it is that has a signature containing a sharpened F and a flattened B and E (G minor with raised 
seventh is the answer). The music seems at first to be turning the theme into a kind of Baroque 
10 In an e-mail to Martin Anderson dated 6 October 2010.
11 Recorded by Kevin Bowyer on Toccata Classics tocc 0030.
12 Ronald Smith (Alkan, Volume Two: The Music, op. cit., p. 158) justly describes it as a toccata.
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 There seems to be a wry if somewhat fierce humour to the staccato main subject of Marche  
No. 1 in A flat, with its abrupt modulations. The two contrasted tunes, the second a lyrically 
domestic idea, seem at first to hint at a comfortable life that moves seamlessly between the parade-
ground and the boudoir, but the development breaks up these reassuring impressions with a 
plethora of fanfare and obsessive ostinato figures. The grotesque D flat trio-section opens up a 
second front in surreal fife-and-drum imitations. Marche No. 2, in C minor/E flat major, opens 
with extraordinary sonorities even for Alkan: an icy, ticking ostinato in the highest reaches of the 
keyboard succeeded by a grumbling low bass figuration with furiously writhing figuration above 
it, both extremes of the register combining into a headlong demonstration of keyboard heroics. 
This opening section gives way to an outwardly more conventional marche militaire (its very 
precision and discipline, one soon realises, are so stiff they can only be a joke) which is itself soon 
overshadowed by the more surreal aspects of Alkan’s piano-writing. Tune succeeds tune (often 
with a vaguely oriental flavour), batted about with highly percussive sforzando chordal writing 
and syncopations, plus biting trills and mordents. The coda introduces what sounds like an entire 
military band with bombastic fanfares and bugle-calls. The clipped, determined tramping motion 
of the opening subject Marche No. 3 in B flat stands in strong contrast to such ironic excess (and 
has the most ‘Mahlerian’ sound in these works, though Schubert may be its real inspiration). Here 
is a tune (in an optimistic tramping or journeying rhythm) that will not leave the memory once it 
has gained admittance, but it goes on some unexpected modulatory adventures, extended into the 
almost Chopinesque trio in E flat. It seems this is the calmest and most conventionally beautiful 
of the three marches, but towards the end it suddenly flares up in full military splendour, only to 
subside once more to a curt and peremptory final chord.
 In the same letter to Ferdinand Hiller in which Alkan regretted being unable to play the Trois 
Marches with his friend, he also mentioned that he was correcting the proofs of his new Cello Sonata 
(the Sonata in E major, Op. 47, composed in 1856) and that he wished he could play this work to 
Hiller.6 Perhaps it was the idea that they might indeed play the music together that prompted him 
to re-cast the Finale alla saltarella of the Cello Sonata as the Saltarelle for four hands. (Alkan did 
in fact premiere the Sonata on 27 April 1857 with the famous cellist Auguste Franchomme.) As 
the title implies, the movement is based on the eponymous, brilliant Italian dance-measure with 
its jerky dotted rhythms that signal the ‘leaping’ (salta) which is at the root of the word Saltarella. 

58

6  Ibid.

Passion aria, but then becomes a funeral march with drum-beats from player 2 and a seraphic 
song in what is eventually a clear G major from player 1. It closes – surprisingly, and not altogether 
believably – peacefully, and then a quick chordal flourish carries the listener into the finale, starting 
with ‘Finch’ han dal vino’ stated raffishly in C major.  The tempo is Presto, and can only get faster. 
Sudden changes of dynamic, sforzato accents and snapping grace-notes adorn the drinking song, 
and as Alkan works up a terrific fff stretto the furiously alternating chords – which he marks con 
forsenneria (‘with raving madness’) – come to recall the hellish tremolandi of the introduction. 
Chromatic slides evoke the infernal winds as the music dashes to a deeply ironic C major ending; 
the very last unison suggests the sound of trombones. 
 The remaining works on this disc were not originally conceived for the conventional piano 
but the piano à clavier de pédales: the pédalier or pedal-piano. This almost forgotten instrument 
(a piano with an additional keyboard of foot-pedals, as the name implies) was also written for by 
Schumann and by Franck. The piano-manufacturing concern of Erard, with whom Alkan enjoyed 
a close association, was a producer of these instruments, one of which was put at Alkan’s disposal 
in the 1850s to assist him in the study of Bach’s organ music. It became a favourite compositional 
medium for him but its repertoire now has to be arranged for other media.
   Benedictus, Op. 54, appeared in 1859, and is dedicated to the critic and church-music 
authority Joseph d’Ortigue (1802-66), with whom Alkan had been friends since the 1840s. It is 
designated ‘pour piano à clavier de pédales ou Piano à 3 mains’, suggesting that in the absence of 
a pedal-board a second player could take the very substantial pedal part. The nature of the work 
makes the organ seem an equally suitable medium, and it has been recorded as an organ work by 
Kevin Bowyer.13 It is heard on this disc in Roger Smalley’s transcription for two pianos, allowing for 
richer sonorities.
 This is no simple expression of faith and comfort (as in the orchestral Benedictus of Alexander 
Mackenzie, for example) but a grand enactment of the course of a spiritual struggle. Moving with 
remorseless strides through a D minor darkness of turbulent, balefully elephantine pulsations where 
‘hungry clouds swag in the deep’14 – and which must sound wonderfully remorseless in the clanking 
action of a pédalier – a trombone-like theme arises like a cry. It is answered from on high by a 
seraphic D major melody, dolcissimo ed espressivissimo – one of Alkan’s most glorious themes, with a 
13 On Toccata Classics tocc 0030.
14 William Blake, ‘The Argument’ to The Marriage of Heaven and Hell, 1793.
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these marches with much respect. Unlike the Berliozian-Beethovenian march that forms the slow 
movement of his Symphonie for piano, most of his free-standing marches manifest elements of 
irony, parody or caricature (the solo piano Capriccio alla Soldatesca is a palmary example).  
 The earliest work in the present programme, the piano duet entitled Finale, Op. 17, composed 
some time in the period 1838–40, is a relatively straightforward march. (The same opus number 
was later assigned to an unrelated solo piano concert study entitled Le preux, written in 1844.) 
Finale to what? If this movement started life as the concluding number of a suite or sonata, nothing 
else of that work seems to have survived. But it is just as likely that Alkan gave it the title because 
he thought it was a good piece to end a programme with and send an audience away happy. It is a 
punishing (of course) but rather cheerful marche militaire, beginning in D minor and dominated 
at first by an obsessive anapestic rhythm and endlessly repeating motivic scraps. It then moves to  
D major and develops as a study in rapid repeated notes before returning to the main march 
material and building to a climax from which it majestically subsides until the abrupt, hearty chords 
of the ending.    
 There is a humour and bonhomie to this work that reminds one Alkan was not entirely the recluse 
of legend. In later life he maintained friendships with several distinguished musicians, notably César 
Franck and, above all, the pianist, conductor and composer Ferdinand Hiller, whom Alkan apparently 
first met in Paris in the 1830s. They kept up a thirty-year correspondence after Hiller became Director 
of the Conservatorium in Cologne in 1850, and Alkan much looked forward to Hiller’s Paris visits, 
when they would play four-hand music together. The Trois Marches, Op. 40 – considerably more 
weighty fare than Finale – were avowedly written for him to play with Hiller, to whom they are 
dedicated, but in a letter of 1857 Alkan regrets that the distance between them prevents their trying 
the pieces out together.5 Alkan is also known to have played one of them with his son Delaborde in 
one of the Petits Concerts with which he returned to the recital stage in 1873.
 All three marches are driven by powerful, even relentless rhythms, and use the sharply 
delineated piano sonorities to evoke military sounds – bugles, fife, drum – in a manner that 
sometimes, as in some other Alkan works, seems to anticipate the ironic chivalry of Mahler. All in 
conventional ternary march-and-trio form, they seem to be conceived as a unity: the tonality of the 
march-section of one piece becomes that of the trio-section of the next. 
5 Ibid., p. 52.

calmly rippling semiquaver accompaniment. Though the piece’s overall trajectory is from D minor to  
D major this vision of its goal is only fleeting. The music of the lower depths recurs, the ‘trombone’ 
theme canonically intensified, and its celestial counterpart answers again, this time in C major and 
further developed. With increasing confidence the music strives upward to a bright F major outburst. 
Only after this has subsided does a new, grand march theme enter in D major. Here again safe harbour 
has not yet, in fact, been attained, and a powerful development ensues before the ‘trombone’ theme is 
finally transfigured into a D major expression of faith in the triumphant final bars.
  Printed in the 1871, the extraordinary Bombardo-Carillon is believed to have been composed 
about 1860. It is designated ‘pour 4 Pieds’ – for four feet, presumably at the pedal-board of a pedal-
piano or an organ. Played with four hands, it is restricted throughout to the middle and lower 
reaches of the piano keyboard and unfolds as a series of inventions on an obsessively circular tune. 
Except for this circular repetitiveness the resemblance to the normal carillon, in the sense of a peal 
of bells, is rather tenuous, but as often with Alkan obsessiveness generates an intensity that holds 
the listener transfixed. The ‘bombardo’ part of the title presumably refers to the bass reed organ stop 
of that name, but Alkan’s piece seems to evoke the ultimate origin of the word in the Old French 
bombarde, the name for an early stone-throwing cannon; ‘bombardier’, and indeed ‘bomb’, come 
from the same source. There is certainly something of the sense of lumbering horse-drawn (perhaps 
ox-drawn) artillery about the piece; a few truculent fistfuls of grace-notes hint at the mutter of 
distant cannonade, and the final fff chords with their ricocheting acciaccaturas would seem to be 
the start of what could turn into a bombardment of Napoleonic proportions.
 Perhaps Alkan’s most imposing composition for pedal-piano is the astonishing work that he 
based on Luther’s celebrated chorale Ein fest’ Burg, known in English as ‘A Mighty Fortress is our 
God’ – namely the Impromptu sur le choral de Luther ‘Un fort rempart est notre Dieu’, Op. 69 
composed in about 1869. Like the Benedictus this piece appeared as a work for pedal-piano or three 
hands at one piano, but Roger Smalley’s elaboration for two pianos is a more realistic solution to 
the very formidable difficulties of the work. Impromptu seems an altogether inadequate title for 
such a large-scale, deeply considered and complexly worked design. It falls into four principal 
sections, played as a continuous sequence: a set of variations in E flat, a scherzo beginning in  
E flat but moving to C major, a slow movement in C minor, and a fugal finale in E flat. As Roger 
Smalley has pointed out,15 a fascinating feature that helps to bind these different sections into a 
15 In a commentary on the work printed by Ronald Smith in Alkan, Volume Two: The Music, op. cit., p. 235.
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Talmud seems likely to have been a myth promulgated by his natural son, the pianist and pedagogue 
Elie Miriam Delaborde. 
 Alkan is said to have been the only pianist in whose presence even Liszt felt nervous; and 
Vincent d’Indy, who heard him play near the end of his life, maintained that he surpassed Liszt in 
interpretative powers.2 He was admired for an absolute technical mastery, a striking range of colour, 
and most of all for a rhythmic discipline that scorned rubato and made him the supreme exponent 
of the French style sévère. All these qualities are demanded by his own music. He wrote a certain 
amount of orchestral music (mostly lost) and some fine chamber works, but his reputation rests 
securely on his vast output for the piano. Hummel, Cherubini and Chopin were early influences, 
and Beethoven and Bach an abiding inspiration, for music which makes most imaginative use of the 
full range of the keyboard and often poses the performer fearsome rhythmic challenges to be taken 
at headlong pace in absolutely unyielding tempo (a typical example is the Allegro Barbaro from the 
12 Études dans les Tons Majeurs, Op. 35, published in 1847, which inspired Bartók’s similarly-titled 
piece of over sixty years later).
 Alkan also displays striking harmonic individuality (especially in the use of diatonic 
dissonance) and an occasionally awesome grasp of large-scale structure. It is these features, quite as 
much as his uncanny skill at suggesting orchestral timbres in purely pianistic terms, which earned 
him the epithet bestowed by Hans von Bülow: ‘the Berlioz of the piano’.3 As we shall hear on this 
CD, he was equally adept at the composition of piano duets, and the programme draws attention 
to, among other things, Alkan’s skill as a composer of marches – a genre often popularised by the 
four-hand medium. Not that Alkan, who lived most of his life far from the whiff of powder,4 treats 

2 ‘Impressions Musicales d’Enfance et de Jeunesse: III Adolescence’, Les Annales Politiques et Littéraires, 15 May 1930.
3 Neue Berliner Musikzeitung, August 1857.
4 It would be interesting to know what if anything Alkan did during the Paris revolutions of 1830 and 1848, or at any rate 
his attitude to them. Ronald Smith, in Alkan, Volume One: The Enigma (Kahn & Averill, London, 1976), passes over the 
first in silence. Of the 1848 Commune, he speculates only that it ruined the chances of a proper reception for Alkan’s Grand 
Sonate, printed a few days before the revolt took place, and devotes space to Alkan’s unsuccessful struggle, later that year, 
to succeed his teacher Joseph Zimmerman as Professor of Piano at the Paris Conservatoire. (He was pipped to the post 
by his own pupil Antoine François Marmontel, chosen by the Conservatoire Director, Auber, whom Smith describes as 
having ‘taken ruthless advantage of the delicate political climate which followed the 1848 Revolution’.) Among the letters 
that Alkan wrote about the situation is one to George Sand, in which he speaks of ‘The Republic, for which I have a most 
ardent love’ (pp. 42–45).

unity is the fact that Alkan maintains the same basic pulse (metronome mark = 63) throughout, 
even though the metrical units – the specific note-lengths – change: a technique that foreshadows 
both Elliott Carter’s technique of ‘metrical modulation’ and several of the symphonies and quartets 
of Robert Simpson. The Impromptu is perhaps the supreme example of Alkan’s skill as a composer 
of variations, and sometimes recalls his better-known masterpiece in that genre, Le Festin d’Esope, 
Op. 39, No. 12.
 He begins by enunciating only the first two phrases of Luther’s chorale, which together form an 
eight-bar subject. This subject is then immediately treated as a kind of passacaglia bass, over which 
Alkan spins a series of ten highly inventive variations that accumulate progressively more rapid 
figuration. Though that isn’t all they do, as witness the hippopotamus-like tread of variations 5 and 
6, as if Alkan has remembered an animal omitted from Le Festin d’Esope, and the Chopinesque 
lyricism of variation 7, becoming Brahmsian in variation 8. Eventually in variation 11 Alkan at last 
introduces the entire chorale melody, and the climactic variation 12 uses the whole melody except 
for the now very familiar first eight bars. The figuration is the most rapid so far. 
 An expectant pause prefaces the short scherzo-like second section, which puts the chorale 
theme into energetic dotted rhythms and plays cascades of Chopinesque descending and ascending 
figuration off against it before moving into canons on the chorale theme in augmentation. This 
canonic writing presages the much more elaborate use of canonic devices in the succeeding slow 
movement, which begins with a rich but sober harmonisation of the first eight bars of the chorale 
in a kind of siciliano rhythm before proceeding to a network of contrapuntal imitations, inversions 
and elaborations, including some irreverently yapping acciaccature. Here Alkan pits the second 
half of the theme, played sostenuto, against the first half, played in a spiky staccato. The section 
culminates in a second and much more bizarre harmonisation of the chorale, edged about with 
staccato figuration, creating a mood of expectancy. It proves to be the introduction to the fugal 
fourth part of the work.
 The vigorous fugue theme, adapted from a diminution of the chorale melody, is superbly 
developed in four voices, with increasingly exciting stretto episodes, modulating widely and 
unexpectedly. I could compare it with the final fugue in Brahms’s near-contemporary Handel 
Variations, Op. 35: the contrapuntal skill is about equal, but Alkan’s fugue is much purer in being 
an almost completely polyphonic invention that has little truck with Romantic harmonies and 
piano style; in a way it is truer to the fugal styles of Bach and Beethoven. A tremendous build-up 
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Charles-Valentin Alkan is no longer the obscure figure he was during most of the twentieth 
century. Although he was long dismissed as a writer of mere technical exercises, his music – 
gradually rescued from neglect by Egon Petri, Raymond Lewenthal, Ronald Smith, John Ogdon 
and other dedicated pianists – has amply confirmed Busoni’s judgment (delivered in his Preface 
to the Études of Liszt, 1909) that Alkan stood with Liszt, Chopin, Schumann and Brahms as one 
of the five greatest composers for the piano since Beethoven.1 Alkan is now generally recognised 
to have been just that – one of the truest of Beethoven’s heirs in terms of his structural handling 
of rhythm, and the creator of some of the most dauntingly difficult (and powerful, and tender, 
and sardonic) piano music in the entire repertoire of the instrument.
 Born into a large and prodigiously musical Parisian Jewish family of Alsatian extraction, 
Alkan (he was born Charles-Valentin Morhange, but took the forename of his father, the piano- 
teacher Alkan Morhange, for surname) became a student at the Paris Conservatoire at the age of 
six. He made his public debut at seven (as a violinist!), gained the �rst prize of the Conservatoire 
for piano at the age of ten, and gave his �rst public piano recital when he was twelve. Until 
the mid-1840s he was one of the most celebrated piano virtuosi in Paris, and oten shared the 
platform with Liszt, halberg and, especially, Chopin – who, with George Sand, became a close 
friend and next-door neighbour. But around the time of Chopin’s death in 1849 Alkan withdrew 
from public life and devoted himself to composition. Apart from a brief return to the concert 
stage in the mid-1870s, when he gave several series of recitals remarkable for their technical 
difficulty and imaginative programming, he remained an apparently misanthropic recluse, 
a vague legend in his own lifetime. he circumstances of his death are obscure, though the 
traditional account that he was crushed by a falling bookcase while reaching for a volume of the 

1 Busoni’s comment is usually quoted out of context, which weakens its force. He was not seeking to admit Alkan to 
his canon of piano masters: rather he clearly considered that Alkan, with Chopin, Schumann and Brahms, already 
constituted that canon, to which Busoni maintained that Liszt should be admitted on the strength of the Études. 

ALKAN:PIANODUOSANDDUETS
byMalcolmMacDonald

on a much-decorated dominant pedal issues in a resplendent presentation of Luther’s complete 
chorale in granite-like block chords against thunderous, surging broken octaves in the bass. The 
actual ending is as surprising as anything in the work: this grand apotheosis is cut off after a blazing 
chordal tremolando, leaving a calm, quiet enunciation of the final phrase of the chorale. One waits, 
confidently, for one of Alkan’s typical biting fff triads to choke off further discussion. It does not 
come. The chorale has retained its spiritual serenity despite the worst excesses that a sceptical age 
can wreak upon it. 

© Malcolm MacDonald, 2010 

Malcolm MacDonald is the author of The Symphonies of Havergal Brian (three vols., Kahn & Averill, London, 1974, 1978 and 1983) 
and the editor of the first two volumes of Havergal Brian on Music (Toccata Press, London, 1985 and 2009); further volumes are  in 
preparation. His other writings include books on Brahms, Foulds, Schoenberg, Ronald Stevenson and Edgard Varèse.

With nearly forty CDs to their credit and a busy concert schedule stretching back more than a quarter of a 
century, the British piano duo Goldstone and Clemmow is firmly established as a leading force. Described 
by Gramophone as ‘a dazzling husband and wife team’, by International Record Review as ‘a British institution 
in the best sense of the word’, and by The Herald in Glasgow, as ‘the UK’s pre-eminent two-piano team’, the 
internationally known artists Anthony Goldstone and Caroline Clemmow formed their duo in 1984 
and married in 1989. Their extremely diverse activities in two-piano and piano-duet recitals and double 
concertos, taking in major festivals, have sent them all over the British Isles as well as to Europe, the Middle 
East and several times to the USA, where they have received standing ovations and such press accolades 
as ‘revelations such as this are rare in the concert hall these days’ (The Post and Courier, Charleston). In their 
refreshingly presented concerts they mix famous masterpieces and fascinating rarities, which they frequently 
unearth themselves, into absorbing and highly entertaining programmes; their numerous BBC broadcasts 
have often included first hearings of unjustly neglected works, and their equally enterprising and acclaimed 
commercial recordings include many world premières.
 Having presented the complete works of Mozart for the bicentenary, they decided to accept the much 
bigger challenge of performing the vast quantity of music written by Schubert specifically for four hands at 
one piano. This they have repeated several times in mammoth seven-concert cycles, probably a world first 
in their completeness (including works not found in the collected edition) and original recital format. Brian 
Newbould wrote of this venture in The Musical Times: ‘The Goldstone/Clemmow performances invited 
one superlative after another’. The complete cycle (as a rare bonus including as encores Schumann’s eight 
Schubert-inspired Polonaises) was recorded on seven CDs, ‘haunted with the spirit of Schubert’ (Luister, The 
Netherlands).
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Recorded in St. John the Baptist Church, Alkborough, North Lincolnshire, England,
  in October 2008 (two-piano works) and November 2009 (duets).
A Maxim digital recording
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ThepianoworksofCharles-ValentinAlkan(1813–88)areamongthemostdemandingever
written–buttheycanalsogleamwithafiercejoyandtwinklewithmischievoushumour,so
it’shardlysurprisingtofindhisworksforpianoduetbubblingwithfreewheelingenergy.The
twoworksforpedalpiano–transcribedherefortwopianosbyRogerSmalley–showamore
solemnsidetothisdevoutlyreligiouscomposer,thoughthey,too,havetheirownchargeof
excitementand,needlesstosay,Alkan’strademarkeccentricoriginality.

 Benedictus,Op.54* 8:15
 transcribedfortwopianosbyRogerSmalley

ImpromptusurleChoraldeLuther‘Unfort
rempartestNotreDieu’,Op.69* 13:07
 transcribedfortwopianosbyRogerSmalley

 =63 4:14
 L’istessotempo(=63) 1:23
 L’istessotempo(=63) 1:53
 L’istessotempo(=63) 5:42

 Saltarelle,Op.47,forpianoduet* 6:54

FantaisieàquatremainssurDonJuan,Op.26 
  12:52
 Introduzione 1:49
 Tema(‘Venitepuravanti’) 0:51

CHARLES-VALENTINALKANCompletePianoDuosandDuets

MadeinGermany

*firstrecordings

TT70:36

GoldstoneandClemmow,
pianoduoandduet

2

1

TOCC0070

3

 Variation1 0:54
 Variation2 0:57
 Variation3 1:39
 Variation4 1:30
 Variation5 2:51
 Finale(‘Finch’handalvino’) 2:21

TroisMarches,Op.40,forpianoduet 20:32
 No.1inAflatmajor(Allegro) 8:34
 No.2inCminor/Eflatmajor(Allegromoderato)6:13
 No.3inBflatmajor(Modérément) 5:45

 Bombardo-Carillon,forpianoduet 5:45

 Finale,Op.17,forpianoduet* 2:59
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